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about that if you're looking for a working terrier. Please read the website before contacting me&gt;it will save both of us time esp on this site I am located in central Tennessee ... ALL PUPS should be picked up here by the buyer There is usually a waiting period of 4 months to a year for one of the pups.. I
kept the waiting list and have been for a few years. If you cannot WAIT and be MARINAted no contact me. Mason's Patterdale/Fallen Terrier Phone#931-389-9565 NO TEXT MESSAGE.. Landline just didn't ask for it taken Monday night (Bluegrass Music Practice) please don't contact me asking about the
bloodlines, etc. dogs (Puppies) have gotten from other people. many people tell others that they have a dog from me.. I DON't know most of the time exactly what dog and etc if you have bought from someone else&gt;&gt;&gt;ask them. I don't want to get involved. All I'm asking is that everyone do what
we agree on. That's what I'm going to do... If you don't plan to do your part in the deal don't contact me. Please! Life is too short for foolishness. Ive tried for all these yrs to be straight up and honest with people.. It seems people do not understand .. so Ive cut back on four and have no plans to breed as
much as I once did.. DOGS are NOT problems but people are becoming more and more of a problem... A lot to talk about, but no action. Im tired of your time open my time.. I have a life. Do not contact me if they want to talk about bots or PITTBULLDOGS .. I don't have them. There are plenty of breeders
on patterdale websites that are em. Read this contact with me make sure you buy someone who is interested / upgrading of the Thank you for coming to websight. I plan on adding good pictures and stories in the near future so please check back. In the 1980s, I started hunting with the Jack Russell
Terriers. Then, I introduced Patterdale/Fell Terriers to Dr. John Lowery. I bought Asphalt, Tiny, and Trixie (Nuttall farmed dogs). I started getting more involved with dogs and I bought Arnie and Crackers patrick o'shea. Patrick brought them to work at the Irquois Hunt in Lexington, Kentucky. They were
bred from the famous Cotswold Hunt in England. Patrick went to England again, this time leaving me five or six dogs I bought from him. I was blessed to own these dogs. They were the most exciting line of dogs I have the pleasure of working with.. Arnie died jan-1-08... However I have line bred these
dogs so close Arnie will live on for many generations. I still have a lot of Nuttall Blood on most of my dogs. I am the most re honored Brian Nuttall, I admire his knowledge, but most of his integrity. Gunner is a line bred chocolate man off Nick Stevens' bloodline.. He is also my old Arnie in his pedigree twice.
I have been looking for several years for a crossline that wasn't huge and bulldoggy. That's what I needed to keep going... After I found out that the old Arnie was carrying my blood. Nick Stevens is one of the real terriers in England and has always wanted a noble man in the Stevens bloodline. I have a
young male gunner named WHO YO DIDDY Im breeding back some of my whores... she's out WHODAT GIRL Im happy with the pups we're getting by. NEW NICK STEVENS BOOK The Nick Stevens STORY You can DARCYBOOKS.COM these books go fast and become keepers. If you are interested
in working on earth terriers this book will keep your attention til ready. What they hunt for inRacoon does a lot of damage running loose through barns and fields. I was in a barn where very expensive equipment was destroyed. Not only is the equipment used as a toilet, but also the seats are ripped off,
then climbed to the ceiling and walls and destroy the building itself. Another bad thing about raccoons is that they like to kill and eat chicken. One farmer told me about his chickens, which he kept as pets, making sure they were all in his pen every night. He came out one morning, and all his chickens were
dead. The raccoon reached over the chicken wire and took the chickens apart. He didn't leave until they died. If there are no barn coons going to hide in the trees, and sometimes especially in Ohio, go for groundhog holes. Groundhog, Groundhog can do as much damage as raccoons, only in different
areas. Groundhogs like to eat in the garden, especially beans. Nothing can be so frustraiting that farmers work around the clock for months to prepare the soil and then plant the crops and then watch them grow and then they are eated by the groundhog. These farmers really want to have their groundhog
moved. Relocate.
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